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Sewing Pattern — Pants 5120 
 

Recommendations on fabric: linen of 140 cm width 
 
You will also need: fusing; 3 hidden zipper of 22 cm length or 
3 usual zippers: one zipper of 22 cm length for closure, 2 
zipper of 12 cm length for pockets. 
 
If the pattern has double contour the seam allowances are 
included. 
If the pattern has single contour, the seam allowances are 
NOT included and need to be added when laying out and 
cutting details.  
 
Attention! First of all please print all the paper patterns and lay 
them out at the width of fabric you plan to use (usually from 
90 to 150 cm) to see how much fabric you will need. Don't 
forget to count pair parts and symmetrical parts. 
 
When sewing the garment, pay attention to notches, they 
must coincide. 

 

 
  

 
 
CUTTING: 
 
Fabric: 
1. Front part – 2 pieces 
2. Back part – 2 pieces 
3. Front yoke – 2 folded pieces 
4. Back yoke – 2 folded pieces 
 
Additionally: 4 sackings of 13 cm width and of 9 cm length 
including allowances. 
 
Fusing: apply the fusing to outer yokes. If the fabric is sheer and soft, apply the fusing to inner 
yokes also. 
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INSTRUCTIONS: 
 
If you use usual zippers, stitch them only after upper side slit/pocket entrances’ edges are 
ready. 
  
1. Stitch front/back middle seams. Begin each seam at upper edge and finish it near inside 
leg’s rounding. Press seam allowances apart. 
  
2. Mark pocket entrances on outer front yokes and on front parts. Open the zipper and press 
on the spiral with thumb’s nail so that “seam line” between zipper braid and spiral became 
visible. Lay opened zipper on pants right sides together. The zipper must open from middle 
seam towards wide seams. In order to stitch the zipper strictly along marked “seam line” it is 
necessary to count the distance between braid’s edge to pants’ edge: seam allowance’s width 
minus 1 cm of braid = distance to edge. Pin zipper braid’s upper end at received distance 
from garment’s edge with one pin. Zipper’s lower edge ejects slit mark. Set needle foot above 
the zipper so that the spiral was under foot’s gab and right to the needle. Stitch the zipper 
from upper end to slit mark. Closure the zipper. Lay zipper’s another braid on another edge of 
slit right sides together and pin braid’s upper end with one pin. Open the zipper again. Set 
needle foot above the zipper so that the spiral was under foot’s gab and left to the needle. 
Stitch the zipper from upper end to slit mark. Closure the zipper. Stitch each sacking to zipper 
braids and pocket entrances’ allowance (right sides together. Stitch outer front yoke between 
entrances’ ends and front parts of pants. Fold sackings downwards, adjust and cut, then 
stitch them together. 
  
3. Stitch outer back yoke to back parts. Stitch seam allowances apart. 
  
4. Stitch right side seam. 
  
5. Stitch hidden zipper into left side seam: see above. Pin left side seam below the zipper (right 
sides together) folding free lower end of zipper towards seam allowances. Stitch left side seam: 
begin the stitch as close to the bottom of seam joining the zipper as possible. Press seam 
allowances apart. 
  
6. Stitch inside leg seams. Stitch the rest of middle front/back seams. 
  
7. Stitch right side seam into inner yokes. Lay inner yoke on stitched outer yoke right sides 
together, then stitch upper edges of both yokes. Turn inner yoke upwards and topstitch it on seam 
allowance close to seam. Turn inner yoke into wrong side, fold it under and sew to zipper’s braids. 
Lay lower edge of inner yoke above the seam joining outer yoke, then topstitch pants’ right side 
along the seam joining outer yoke. 
8. Press hems into wrong side and sew them by hand. 
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TECHNICAL DRAWING: 

 

 


